We used our I CAN power to make our environment cleaner. We realized that we are destroying it and decided to make a change. This is our journey... Which of our methods would you try?

Most people don't know about the importance of the ecological living.
Antakalnis Progymnasium
Vilnius, Lithuania

To dispose the waste tyres, it is being burnt. That causes pollution and my friends are falling sick.
Victoria Manzul School
Monteria, Colombia

Everybody throws garbage right in front of our school and it spreads bad smell and diseases.
Government Primary School
Telangana, India

Our city is extremely polluted. The traffic causes smoke and too much noise!
Guangdong Zhong Yuan High School, Guangzhao, China

Conducted sessions about ecology and how every child can contribute

Organize Ecology Art Event of art made of waste materials and garbage.

Recycled waste tyres instead of burning
Made furniture out of them which can be used anywhere

Used cards and slogans to spread awareness
Performed a skit about waste and cleanliness
Registered a complaint with the authorities and wrote over 200 letters
Asked the residents to pledge to sanitation
Went door to door to thank them after

Biked around the city to create awareness about alternative transport
Distributed pamphlets about noise and air pollution in the city
Visit other schools and encouraged them to join. Over 200 children did!

Using the FIDS formula, we made a positive impact on our environment.

WHAT WILL YOUR STORY OF CHANGE BE?